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Section I: Issues 

 

The station has identified the following issues as significant to the community this quarter:  

 

A. American History / Biography 

B. Arts 

C. Community Politics / Government 

D. Environment / Nature 

E. Minorities / Civil Rights 

F. Science / Technology 

G. War / Veterans / National Security  

 

Section II: Responsive Programs 

 

The station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. 

Programming dealing with each set issue is described below. 

 

A. American History / Biography 

The Abolitionists: American Experience 

Broadcast on January 8 at 9pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Shared beliefs about slavery bring together Angelina Grimké, the daughter of a Charleston 

plantation family, who moves north and becomes a public speaker against slavery; Frederick 

Douglass, a young slave who becomes hopeful when he hears about the abolitionists; William 

Lloyd Garrison, who founds the newspaper The Liberator, a powerful voice for the movement; 

Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose first trip to the South changes her life and her writing; and John 

Brown, who devotes his life to the cause. The abolitionist movement, however, is in disarray and 

increasing violence raises doubts about the efficacy of its pacifist tactics. 

 

Changing Gears: End of an Era 

Broadcast on January 8 at 12pm Duration: 60 minutes 

The changes in the manufacturing industry and its effects throughout the Midwest are examined. 

Muncie, Indiana, had a boom in industrial growth in the 1890’s that continued through the 

1980’s. The end of Muncie’s manufacturing era is illustrated by the 2009 of Borg Warner. 

 

Silicon Valley: American Experience 

Broadcast on February 5 at 9pm Duration: 90 minutes 

SILICON VALLEY tells the story of the pioneering scientists and engineers who transformed 

rural Santa Clara County into the hub of technological ingenuity we now know as Silicon Valley. 

The film spotlights the creativity of the young men who founded Fairchild Semiconductor, in 

particular the brilliant, charismatic young physicist Robert Noyce. Their radical innovations 

would include the integrated circuit that helped make the United States a leader in both space 

exploration and the personal computer revolution, transforming the way the world works, plays 

and communicates, making possible everything from the Apollo program to smart phones, from 

pacemakers to microwaves. 

 

Oscar Hammerstein II: Out of My Dreams 

Broadcast on March 4 at 8pm  Duration: 90 minutes 

Oscar Hammerstein is one of the most acclaimed lyricists of the twentieth century, a man who 

worked in the American theater for more than 40 years and wrote the lyrics for more than a 

thousand songs. His legendary works include Show Boat (1927), Carousel (1945), South Pacific 

(1949) and The King and I (1951). His partnership with Richard Rodgers changed the American 

musical forever, transforming the medium from lighthearted entertainment to real-life stories, 
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often with an important theme or underlying messages. Hosted by Matthew Morrison, star of the 

television series “Glee”.  

 

B. Arts 

Barnes Collection: PBS Arts 

Broadcast on January 11 at 9pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Follow Dr. Albert Barnes’ rise from Philadelphia’s working-class neighborhood to the top of the 

modern art world. This unique tale bounces back and forth through time as the late Dr. Barnes 

travels the world to collect works of art by some of history’s most famous artists — Picasso, 

Cezanne, Matisse, Renoir and many others. The film digs deep into the intricacies of each 

painting, offering a rare look at the priceless collection and the new Philadelphia museum that 

houses it. 

 

Chihuly Outside 

Broadcast on January 15 at 12pm Duration: 60 minutes 

A glimpse of nearly 50 years into the work of glass artist Dale Chihuly and his epic outdoor 

installations. Among the highlights is the Mille Fiori, a 56-foot “garden of glass” at the DeYoung 

Museum in San Francisco, and the artist’s 2012 installation, “Chihuly Garden and Glass” at the 

foot of Seattle’s Space Needle. 

 

Great Performances 3713: Andrea Bocelli, Love in Portofino 

Broadcast on March 23 at 9pm Duration: 120 minutes 

International superstar Andrea Bocelli delights fans with a concert of classical favorites, pop 

standards and Brazilian jazz. Set in the breathtaking coastal Italian town of Portofino, Bocelli is 

joined by music director David Foster and trumpeter Chris Botti in performing the world’s most 

famous love songs. 

 

C. Community Politics / Government 

Frontline 3102: The Education of Michelle Rhee 

Broadcast on January 8 at 10pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Michelle Rhee, the former chancellor of Washington, DC, public schools, is one of the most 

admired and reviled school reformers in America. FRONTLINE was granted unprecedented 

access to Rhee during her tumultuous three-year tenure as she attempted to fix a broken school 

system. As Rhee returns to the national stage, FRONTLINE examines her legacy in Washington, 

DC, including her battles with the teachers’ union and her handling of a cheating scandal in the 

District. 

 

180 Days: A Year Inside an American High School 

Broadcast on March 25 at 9pm Duration: 120 minutes 

This special gives space and breadth to our nation’s education reform debate by giving the 

audience a first-hand view of what happens in a school that meets the needs of the most 

challenged students in new and sometimes non-traditional ways. Observe a tireless team of 

teachers and school leaders dealing with the usual antics of teenagers and the changing tides of a 

fast-moving administration that is responding to pressures from outside partners, politicians and 

forces in the community. A surprising and dramatic end to the school year sheds light on both the 

extraordinary challenges and opportunities today’s public schools face. 

 

D. Environment / Nature 

Nature 3005: Attenborough’s Life Stories 

Broadcast on January 23 at 8pm Duration: 60 minutes 

In “Life on Camera,” Sir David Attenborough revisits key places and events in his wildlife 

filmmaking career, reminisces through his old photos and reflects on memorable wildlife 
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footage, including swimming with dolphins and catching a komodo dragon. Returning to his old 

haunts in Borneo, he recalls the challenges of filming on a seething pile of guano in a bat cave. 

 

Big Cypress Swamp: The Western Everglades 

Broadcast on February 13 at 1pm Duration: 60 minutes 

The history of this unique region of South Florida, along with its animal inhabitants and 

expansive landscapes, is revealed. The expedition takes place via airboats, hiking, swamp 

buggies and airplanes. How the area was preserved from developers and the way it is currently 

managed is discussed. 

 

Battle for the Elephants 

Broadcast on February 27 at 9pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Battle for the Elephants explores the brutal slaughter of African elephants for their tusks, fueled 

largely by China’s demand for ivory. The film tells the ultimate wildlife story: how the Earth’s 

most charismatic and majestic land animal faces market forces driving the value of its tusks to 

levels once reserved for precious metals. Journalists Bryan Christy and Aidan Hartley take 

viewers undercover as they investigate the criminal network behind ivory’s supply and demand. 

 

Nature 2705: Hummingbirds, Magic in the Air 

Broadcast on March 5 at 8pm  Duration: 90 minutes 

Hummingbirds are one of nature’s great paradoxes: the tiniest of birds, yet one of the toughest 

and most energetic creatures on the planet. New scientific breakthroughs in hummingbird 

biology focus on their high speeds and remarkable abilities.  

 

E. Minorities / Civil Rights 

Musical Threads: Expression of a People 

Broadcast on February 16 at 8pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Guitar virtuoso Tyron Cooper and mezzo-soprano Marietta Simpson explore African-American 

musical culture. The diverse set list ranges from traditional hymns to jazz standards. In between, 

Cooper and Simpson discuss the origins and styles of the songs while stressing the messages 

conveyed. 

 

Makers: Women Who Make America 

Broadcast on February 26 at 8pm Duration: 180 minutes 

MAKERS originated from a very clear premise: over the last half century, the work of millions 

of women has altered virtually every aspect of American culture. The MAKERS platform tells 

the story of these exceptional women — both famous and heretofore unknown individuals — 

whose pioneering contributions continue to shape the world in which we live. 

 

The Black Kung-Fu Experience 

Broadcast on February 23 at 9pm Duration: 60 minutes 

Kung-fu’s African-American pioneers challenged convention and preconceived notions while 

mastering the ancient art. The four martial artists profiled include Ron Van Clief, an ex-Marine, 

Vietnam veteran, and star of more than 40 kung-fu films and earned the nickname “Black 

Dragon” from Bruce Lee. Their stories illustrate how kung-fu remains a unique crucible of the 

black experience, especially the kung-fu’s theme of the underdog triumphing against the odds.  

 

F. Science / Technology 

Nova 4008: Mind of a Rampage Killer 

Broadcast on February 20 at 9pm Duration: 60 minutes 

What makes a person walk into a public place and open fire? What combination of 

circumstances compels a human being to commit the most inhuman of crimes? Can science in 
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any way help us understand these horrific events and provide any clues as to how to prevent 

them in the future? As the nation tries to understand the tragic events at Newtown, NOVA 

correspondent Miles O'Brien separates fact from fiction, investigating new theories that the most 

destructive rampage killers are driven most of all, not by the urge to kill, but the wish to die. 

Could suicide - and the desire to go out in a media-fueled blaze of glory - be the main 

motivation? How much can science tell us about the violent brain?  Most importantly, can we 

recognize dangerous minds in time -- and stop the next Newtown? 

 

Use Your Brain to Change Your Age with Dr Daniel Amen 

Broadcast on March 11 at 8pm Duration: 120 minutes 

A healthy brain is the key to staying vibrant and alive. Clinical neuroscientist Dr Daniel Amen 

shares simple steps to boost your brain and help viewers live longer, look younger and decrease 

risk for Alzheimer’s disease. 

 

G. War / Veterans / National Security 

Voices of a Never Ending Dawn 

Broadcast on February 19 at 12pm Duration: 120 minutes 

In the waning days of WWI, US President Woodrow Wilson selected 5,500 American soldiers to 

fight a then-unknown enemy called the Bolsheviks (later called Communists). Placed under 

British command, the soldiers find themselves in sixty-below-zero blizzards, fighting a Russian 

enemy growing in strength and numbers. One of the most decorated units in WWI, these soldiers 

became known as the “Polar Bears”.  

 

PBS Newshour: The Girls of Atomic City (Segment) 

Broadcast on March 26 at 6pm Duration: 7:08 

Women on a Top-Secret Mission in 'Atomic City': For the women whose lives are documented 

in the new book "The Girls of Atomic City," a top-secret mission during World War II gave 

them a chance to make history at a time when there were few career options. Ray Suarez talks to 

author Denise Kiernan about the women who helped enrich fuel for the first atomic bomb used in 

war. 

 


